Now available: Polymesh Private. Discover polymesh.network/private →
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A blockchain for securities 
Polymesh is an institutional-grade permissioned blockchain built specifically for regulated assets. It streamlines antiquated processes and opens the door to new financial instruments by solving the challenges around governance, identity, compliance, confidentiality, and settlement.

Get started
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POLYMESH KEY STATS

7K
ACCOUNTS


POLYX STAKED
465M


62
OPERATOR NODES





Get started
Getting started on Polymesh is easy. Follow our 
instructions and in a short amount of time, you’ll be 
ready to use the chain.
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Download the wallet
Enable your browser to interact with the Polymesh network with the Polymesh Wallet extension for Google Chrome.
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Become verified
Every user has to pass a minimal identity verification check as part of our customer due diligence (CDD) requirement when onboarding.
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Get POLYX

POLYX is the native token on Polymesh — use it for paying transaction fees and participating in governance. Get POLYX.
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Dive In

The Polymesh Portal is where you can access Polymesh supported dApps and manage your account, assets, and POLYX.







Why a blockchain for security tokens?
Polymesh’s specificity gives the chain (and the applications built on top) an advantage over general-purpose blockchains.
[image: ]
Governance
Contentious forks in the chain present significant legal and tax challenges for tokens that are backed by real assets. Polymesh uses an industry-led governance model to prevent hard forks and guide the evolution of the chain
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Identity
Securities issuance and transfer requires a known identity, but most chains are built for pseudonymity. Polymesh uses a customer due diligence process to ensure all actors on the chain are verified and all transactions are authored by permissioned entities.
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Compliance
Solutions built on top of general purpose blockchains struggle with processing the complex logic needed to comply with regulations.
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Confidentiality
Most market participants need their position and trades to remain confidential, but anyone can see holdings on general-purpose blockchains. Polymesh has engineered a secure asset management protocol that enables confidential asset issuance and transfers.
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Settlement
Settlement challenges prevent the blockchain from serving as a golden record for asset ownership. By creating assets at the protocol layer, Polymesh is able to provide a simplified approach to transfers that provides instant settlement without prefunding, prevents unwanted airdrops through trade affirmation, and can offer deterministic finality.
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Settlement challenges prevent the blockchain from serving as a golden record for asset ownership. By creating assets at the protocol layer, Polymesh is able to provide a simplified approach to transfers that provides instant settlement without prefunding, prevents unwanted airdrops through trade affirmation, and can offer deterministic finality.





Watch our quick explainer




Do you want to build on Polymesh?
We’d love to incentivize you.
FOr Developers
The Grants Program is for individuals and businesses building open-source functionality on Polymesh.

More details
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FOr Companies
The Ecosystem Development Fund is for businesses with closed–source technology integrating Polymesh
More details
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The latest from Polymesh
[image: ]Polymesh News
Polymesh Association unveils Polymesh Private, a private permissioned blockchain for financial institutions embarking on tokenization 
March 22, 2024
 • 



[image: ]Polymesh News
DigiClear becomes the first Central Securities Depository to join Polymesh as a node operator
March 14, 2024
 • 



[image: ]Polymesh News
Polymesh celebrates closure of POLY to POLYX Upgrade Bridge
March 11, 2024
 • 





More blog posts

Trusted entities using Polymesh
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Join the community
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Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



Subscribe to our monthly newslettter





Great – you're subscribed to the Polymesh newsletter!
To sign up for developer updates, click here.
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Join the community
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